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Abstract. As one of the earliest problems in computational biology,
RNA secondary structure prediction (sometimes referred to as “RNA
folding”) problem has attracted attention again, thanking to the recent
discoveries of many novel non-coding RNA molecules. The two com-
mon approaches to this problem are de novo prediction of RNA sec-
ondary structure based on energy minimization and “consensus folding”
approach (computing the common secondary structure for a set of un-
aligned RNA sequences). Consensus folding algorithms work well when
the correct seed alignment is part of the input to the problem. However,
seed alignment itself is a challenging problem for diverged RNA families.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework to predict the common sec-
ondary structure for unaligned RNA sequences. By matching putative
stacks in RNA sequences, we make use of both primary sequence infor-
mation and thermodynamic stability for prediction at the same time. We
show that our method can predict the correct common RNA secondary
structures even when we are only given a limited number of unaligned
RNA sequences, and it outperforms current algorithms in sensitivity and
accuracy.

1 Introduction

With the recent discovery of novel non-coding RNA (ncRNA) families, RNA is
rapidly gaining importance as a molecule of interest [1, 2]. Recent article puts the
number of human genes down to about 20000− 25000 [3]. By comparison, even
the worm C. elegans has around 19, 500 genes. On the other hand, expression
activity has been detected on a much larger portion of human genome [4]. It is
likely that many of these novel transcripts are ncRNA genes, which may carry on
many unknown cellular functions. Like proteins, RNA structures are more im-
portant for function than their sequences: RNA with similar function often have
similar structures but distinct primary sequences. Therefore, understanding the
structures of these RNA molecules will help elucidate their functions. Consider
the recent exciting discovery of riboswitches [5, 6] as an example. These control
elements, with a conserved secondary structure, are located in the untranslated
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regions of genes coding for proteins that are involved in variant metabolite (nu-
cleic acids, amino acids etc.) synthesis pathways. The riboswitches can turn off
the expression of their downstream genes by binding to certain metabolites,
subsequently changing their secondary structures and blocking the translation
initiation.

While there is a resurgence in interest in ncRNA, the problem of RNA sec-
ondary structure prediction has been extensively studied since the 70s. The key
idea is that to stabilize its structure, distant base-pairs in the single stranded
RNA molecule must form hydrogen bonds. There are two distinct approaches
to predict RNA secondary structure. The RNA folding approach, initiated by
Tinoco et al. [7], assigns free energies to the components of RNA secondary
structure, and then computes the RNA secondary structure with the minimum
energy. Dynamic programming algorithms have been developed to compute min-
imum energy secondary structures [8–12], and implemented in software packages
such as MFOLD [13] and ViennaRNA [14]. However, RNA folding via energy min-
imization has its shortcomings. First, fold prediction depends critically upon
correct values of the energy parameters, as shown by Jaeger et al. [15], which
are hard to obtain experimentally. Also, RNA folding in a real cell is mediated
by interactions with other molecules, and the absence of knowledge of these in-
teractions may cause mis-folding in silico. Pavesi et al. [16] tried to alleviate this
problem by comparing minimum energy structures of a set of RNA sequences
from the same family to determine conserved secondary structure. However, it is
unclear how the misprediction of secondary structure for a single RNA sequence
can affect the accuracy of this approach.

A different approach attempts to resolve these shortcomings by using evolu-
tionary conservation of structure as the basis for structure prediction. It needs
as input multiple RNA sequences from an RNA family, which have common sec-
ondary structures. Since for divergent sequences, the mutations in base-pairing
regions must be compensated in the complementary base to preserve structure,
the presence of multiple covarying mutations is a strong signal for base-pairing.
In fact most RNA sequences are selected more for maintenance of the structure
than conservation of primary sequence. If the sequence similarity between the
given RNA sequences is appropriate, one can first align these sequences using
multiple sequence alignment algorithm and then figure out the potential base
pairs in RNA secondary structures by looking at regions with a high number
of compensating mutations. Levitt successfully derived the theoretical tRNA
secondary structure using this approach, which was largely confirmed by crys-
tallography [17], and various other structures have been determined through
such analysis. Computer programs were implemented later on to achieve this
goal automatically [18].

However, aligning multiple and divergent RNA sequences so as to preserve
their conserved structures is not easy, because many compensatory mutations
decrease the overall sequence similarity. For unaligned sequences, one must com-
pute the structure and alignment simultaneously. Sankoff proposed an algorithm
that can simultaneously align RNA sequences and find the optimal common
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fold [19–21]. However, the complexity of this algorithm is O(l6), where l is the
length of RNA sequences, too high to be practical even for two sequences. The
complexity can be reduced to O(l4) [22], but only when RNA has no multi-loop
structure. Eddy and Durbin, and other groups [23–25] pioneered the approach of
modeling RNA sequences using stochastic context free grammars. The rules of
the SCFG allow for position dependent scoring of distant base-pairs and primary
sequence conservation, and also allow automated estimation of model parame-
ters from unaligned sequences using EM. However, in practice, the extensive
divergence of RNA sequences makes it hard to reconstruct structure and align-
ment with perfect accuracy, and the covariance models work best when supplied
with good seed alignments. Much recent work has focused on improving fold
prediction for aligned sequences [18, 26].

In our approach to this well-researched problem, we are motivated by the
idea of constraining allowed folds to make it more likely to reach the final cor-
rect structure. This idea has been used with good success in aligning divergent
genomic sequences. For diverged DNA sequences, there is not enough signals
for probabilistic models such as HMMs to be effective without prior information
(in the form of seed alignments). The recent methods [27] identify anchors cor-
responding to highly conserved orthologous regions, and use these to constrain
the multiple alignments. This approach has been used in RNA as well. Water-
man [28] pioneered this with a statistical approach for choosing conserved stem-
loops within a pair of fixed size windows in a set of unaligned RNA sequences.
Ji and Stormo [29] extended this idea considerably. Starting with putative stem-
loops, they remove all but the ones conserved in a global sequence alignment of
two sequences. These are further culled to retain only those that are present in
every sequence in the family. Perriquet et al. [30] proposed a different anchor-
ing approach to solving the same problem by first determining anchor regions
that are highly conserved in given RNA sequences and then seeking a set of
conserved stems crossing the same anchor regions that have minimum folding
energy. Both methods use primary sequence conservation extensively, and limit
the variability in the length of loop regions, which may lead to accurate but
relatively few predicted anchor stacks for diverged families. On the contrary,
Bouthinon and Soldano [31], Davydov and Batzoglou [32] each proposed algo-
rithms to select conserved base-pairs among the given RNA sequences based
solely on the conservation of the structure that they form, considering neither
their sequence similarity nor the thermodynamic stability of this structure. As
a result, these methods may risk selecting wrong base-pairs when only a limited
number of RNA sequences are given.

In this paper, we describe a method, RNAscf (RNA Stack based Consensus
Folding), for predicting the consensus fold of an RNA family, given unaligned
sequences. Our method is based on the notion of finding structurally conserved
anchors, and an iterative extension constrained by the anchors. With relatively
few parameters, and limited training, the method outperforms other competing
methods (See RESULTS), detecting 88% of true stacks (sensitivity), and over-
lapping with a correct stack in 93% of all predictions. The method establishes
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the validity of this new paradigm for computing consensus structure in RNA.
We also discuss extensions based on an iterative refinement of the predicted
structure. (See DISCUSSION).

2 Approach

As shown in Figure 1(a), the secondary structure of an RNA has a tree like
shape. Assume that there is a dummy base-pair between 0 and n + 1. Define a
loop as a set of indices i1 ≤ i2 . . . ≤ ik such that for all j, either ij+1 = ij + 1,
or (ij , ij+1) form a base-pair. Further, if for some j, j′, (ij , ij′) form a base-pair,
then |j − j′| = 1. It can be seen that the structure can be decomposed uniquely
into a set of loops, and the loops can be classified as hairpin (containing only
one base-pair), a stem-loop (two base-pairs with no unpaired bases), an interior
loop/bulge (two base-pairs with unpaired bases), and a multi-loop (k > 2 base-
pairs).

The stability of the RNA structure is determined predominantly by stacks
of consecutive stem-loops. The stacks are stabilized by hydrogen bonds between
the base-pairs, and in general, the longer a stack region, the more energetically
favorable it is. Each stack corresponds to a pair of sub-strings. These pairs are
typically non-interleaving. While interleaved stacks, or pseudo-knots (such as the
pair (f, f ′), and (h, h′) in Figure 1(a)) do occur, they are relatively less common
and ignored here. In our approach for finding anchors, we ignore individual base-
pairs and work with a slightly generalized notion of a stack that includes unpaired
bases. Configurations of stacks that are conserved in multiple sequences will be
the anchors in determining consensus structures.
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Fig. 1. (a) An RNA secondary structure structure with various structural elements
including stacked stem-loops, bulges, hairpins, and multi-loops. (b) Two stack config-
urations match to each other for both unpaired regions and paired regions.
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2.1 Predicting Putative Stacks

The thermodynamic stability of a stack is proportional to the number of hydro-
gen bonds between the base-pairs in the stack. Any pair of strings can be aligned
(with gaps) so as to optimize the energy of the paired bases. Therefore, given an
RNA string A, we construct a local alignment of A[1, . . . , n] with A[n, . . . , 1]. Let
δh(i, j) be the score (number of h-bonds) in an (A[i], A[j]) base-pairing. Thus
base-pairing of G-C, A-T, G-U, is scored 3, 2, and 1 respectively. Let S[i, j] be
optimum score for a stack with left end-point i, and right end-point j. Then

S[i, j] = max





S[i + 1, j − 1] + δh(i, j) (δh[i, j] > 0)
S[i + 1, j] + g
S[i, j − 1] + g
0

(1)

where g is a gap penalty. In our implementation, we modify this basic approach
to include affine gap costs. We select each (i, j) for which S[i, j] is greater than
some threshold. In order to avoid predicting overlapping stacks, we sort the
stacks by decreasing score values. Each time a stack is picked, all base-pairs in
it are excluded. While straightforward, this is an effective procedure. Intuitively
the probability of finding a base-pair at random is much higher than the prob-
ability of finding a high-scoring stack. Waterman showed that finding a k-long
stack within certain window size in many given sequences (even not all) can be
significant [28]. Also, most real base-pairs in correct structures should be sta-
bilized by multiple stacked base-pairs, implying that limiting consideration to
high-scoring stacks does not result in many false negatives. To test this, we com-
puted statistics on the seed-alignments in the RFAM database [33]. All stacks
from seed alignments of 379 families (9559 sequences) were selected. The seed
alignment contains known representative members of the family, which is hand-
curated and is annotated with structural information. To correct for annotation
errors, the stacks were realigned to each other locally, and extended so as to be
locally maximal without unpaired bases. Figure 2 describes plots the cumulative
distributions of stacks according to the minimum number of hydrogen bonds
(Figure 2(a)), or stack length (Figure 2 (b)). Additionally, we also plotted the
number of putative stacks that can be found on RFAM sequences (normalized
to a 100bp region). If all possible base-pairs were considered, we see about 900
putative stacks in a 100bp region. This number grows quadratically with the
length of the sequence increases. Instead, by limiting attention to stacks with
length greater than 4, and at least 8 hydrogen bonds, we have only 34 putative
stacks in a 100bp region. At the same time, we miss only a small fraction of the
true stacks. This computation shows that in considering anchors, it is reasonable
to restrict attention to longer stacks.

2.2 Stack Configurations

A putative stack of length 4 can still be found by chance. Ji and Stormo [29]
and Perriquet et. al [34] both use sequence similarity to further select stacks.
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Fig. 2. Statistics of the stacks in Rfam database. (a) One line shows the fraction
of annotated stacks which would be missed out by using different cutoff number of
hydrogen bonds. The other line shows the number of predicted stacks per 100 based
all Rfam seed sequences for each cutoff number of hydrogen bonds. (b) One line shows
the fraction of annotated stacks which would be missed out by using different cutoff
length of the stacks. The other line shows the number of predicted stacks per 100 bases
for each cutoff length of stacks. We also can combine two cutoffs together - the length
of the stacks and the number of hydrogen bonds- to achieve better performance.

We propose to select a set of stacks instead of one at a time. We evaluate the
set of stacks by both the stability (free energy) of the structure they form and
the sequence similarity computed based on these common stacks as anchors.
To describe evaluation function of the selected set, we must define a notion of
configuration of stacks. Note that two stacks P1 and P2 may have one of the
following relations [31]: (1) P1 and P2 are interleaving; (2) P1 is enclosed within
P2 (denoted by P1 <I P2); (3) P1 is juxtaposed to P2 so that its right end-point
is before the left end-point of P2 (P1 <p P2). An RNA structure RA on A is
a collection of non-interleaving stacks on A. The stacks have a partial order
(<I ∪ <p) defined on them. The free energy of the structure is the sum of free
energies of each of the constituent hairpins, stem-loops, interior loops, and multi-
loops. Here, we work with the notion of generalized stacks instead of stem-loops.
The energy of a stack P denoted by Es(P ) is as described in equation 1. The
energies of loops Eh (hairpin), Eb (bulge), Em (multi-loops), are a function of the
length of the sequence and set as described in Jaeger et al. [15].

Define a consensus structure P(A,B) as a pair of structures RA and RB on
A and B respectively, with a one-one correspondence between stacks in RA and
RB such that the corresponding stacks in the two structures maintain identical
partial order relationships. We define the free energy φ(P(A,B)) of the consensus
structure similar to the energy of the individual structures. For each pair of
corresponding stacks, or loops, the maximum of the two energy values is chosen.

Given a consensus P(A, B), the sequences A and B can be aligned to be
consistent with P(A,B) (see Figure 1(c)), so that the sequences in stacks are
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aligned to each other, and likewise for the sequences in the unpaired regions.
This alignment partitions sequence A and B into alternating stack and non-stack
regions A1, A2, . . . , Ak, and B1, B2, . . . , Bk. Each pair of sequences (Ai, Bi), is
aligned optimally. We define such an alignment as a configuration. The cost of the
configuration (A, B,P(A,B)) is defined as a function of sequence similarity and
the energy of the consensus structure. Denote i ∈ P(A,B) if and only if (Ai, Bi)
are paired in a stack with some (Aj , Bj) in P(A,B). Let S(Ai, Bi) denote the
cost of an optimal global alignment of subsequences Ai and Bi. The cost of the
configuration (A,B,P(A,B)) is denoted by

M(P(A, B)) = w1Φ(P(A, B)) + w2

∑
i∈P(A,B)

S(Ai, Bi) + w3

∑
i6∈P(A,B)

S(Ai, Bi) (2)

where w1 + w2 + w3 = 1, represent parameters describing the relative weights
to the free energy of the configuration, sequence similarity in stack regions, and
sequence similarity within loop regions. Ideally, these weights should be adjusted
according to the number and divergence of the given sequences. However, in the
tests through this paper, we use an identical set of weights (w1 = 0.84, w2 = 0.06,
and w3 = 0.1). For a given pair, we compute consensus structures of minimum
cost.

The definition of a configuration of stacks for a pair of sequences also ex-
tends to multiple sequences: A configuration P(A1, A2, . . . , As) is a collection
of s RNA structures {PA1 , PA2 , . . . , PAs}, one for each sequence with the fol-
lowing property: For each pair of structures, there is a one-one correspondence
between the stacks that are consistent with the partial orders <I and <p. A
configuration with l stacks partitons each sequence Ai into 2l+1 blocks denoted
Ai,1, Ai,2, . . . , Ai,2l+1, where each block A∗,j is either a stack in the configuration
(j ∈ P), or part of the loop region. We modify equation 2 to describe the cost
of the configuration P(A1, A2, . . . , As), as follows:

M(P(A1, . . . , As)) = w1Φ(P(A1, . . . , As)) + w2

∑
j∈P

S




A1,j ,
A2,j ,
. . . ,
As,j


 + w3

∑
j 6∈P

S




A1,j ,
A2,j ,
. . . ,
As,j




(3)

Here the function S computes the score of a multiple alignment. The RNA
stack based consensus folding problem can be described formally: given s RNA
sequences, compute a minimum cost stack configuration. In the following section,
we describe algorithms for computing optimal configurations.

3 Stack based Consensus Folding

3.1 Computing optimal stack configuration in two RNA sequences

We use dynamic programming to compute an optimal configuration. The al-
gorithm is similar to prior work [35, 20] with an important difference being
that stacks (instead of individual base-pairs) are now used. Given sequences
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A,B, we compute all potential stacks in them, using the algorithm from Sec-
tion 2.1. Assume these two sequences have m and n stacks respectively. Let
PA = PA

1 , PA
2 , ..., PA

m and PB = PB
1 , PB

2 , ..., PB
n denote the stacks, ordered ac-

cording to increasing values of the right-most base-pair. Denote the index of the
first and last base pair of a stack P as Pb, Pe, and the length as Pl. Define the
following terms:

Seq(PA): The sub-sequence covered by the stack PA, given by A[PA
b . . . PA

b +
PA

l − 1], and A[PA
e − PA

l + 1 . . . PA
e ].

Loop(PA): The sub-sequence covered by by the first and last positions of the
stack PA after excluding the bases in Seq(PA). In other words, the sequence
A[PA

b + PA
l . . . PA

e − PA
l ].

Loop(PA, PA′): If PA′ is enclosed within PA, then the loop region corresponds
to the sequence in between the two stacks (i.e., the subsequences A[PA

b +
PA

l . . . PA′
b − 1], and A[PA′

e + 1 . . . PA
e − PA

l ]). If PA′ is to the left of PA,
the loop region corresponds to A[PA′

e + 1 . . . PA
b − 1]. Otherwise, the term is

undefined.
M(PA, PB): The cost of an optimum configuration of A and B over all consen-

sus structures, given that stacks PA and PB are in the consensus structure
and aligned to each other.

Clearly, it is sufficient to compute M [PA, PB ] for all pairs in PA×PB , which
would need O(m2n2) time. In computing M [PA, PB ], we have 3 choices for the
subsequences Loop(PA), and Loop(PB), as they could either form a hairpin, an
interior loop/bulge, or a multi-loop. Therefore,

M [P A, P B ] = Ms[P
A, P B ] + min





Mh[P A, P B ], (* hairpin loop *)
Mb[P

A, P B ], (* interior loop/bulge *)
Mm[P A, P B ] (* multi-loop *)



 (4)

here, Ms(PA, PB) is the score matching stacks PA and PB , based on sequence
and structure conservation, and can be computed by

Ms[P
A, P B ] = w1 max

{
Es(P

A),
Es(P

B)

}
+ w2S

(
Seq(P A)
Seq(P B)

)
(5)

Mh[PA, PB ] is the score of the loop regions of PA and PB given that no other
matched stack pair is included by PA and PB i.e. these regions form matched
hairpin loops.

Mh[P A, P B ] = w1 max

{
Eh(|Loop(P A)|),
Eh(|Loop(P B)|)

}
+ w3S

(
Loop(P A),
Loop(P B)

)
(6)

Mb[PA, PB ] represents the matching score when PA, and PB are followed by
an interior loop, or bulge. Consider all stacks P x, P y that are enclosed by PA,
and PB , respectively. Then, Mb(PA, PB) is the minimum free energy of any
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matching of P x, P y.

Mb[P
A, P B ] = min

P x <I P A,
P y <I P B





w1 max

{
Eb(|Loop(P x, P A)|),
Eb(|Loop(P y, P B)|)

}

+w3S
(

Loop(P x, P A),
Loop(P y, P B)

)
+ M [P x, P y]





(7)

For the multi-loop case, we need to define some additional terms. A sequence
of stacks P1, P2, . . . form a chain if P1 <p P2 <p . . .. Mm[PA, PB ] represents
the matching score between PA, and PB , given that there is a pair of chains
included by PA and PB that form the multiloop. Let PA

1 , PA
2 , . . . (respectively

PB
1 , PB

2 , . . .) denote stacks enclosed by PA (PB , respectively) and ordered ac-
cording to increasing values of the last coordinate. Denote PA

i1
∈ F (PA

i2
) if

PA
i1

<p PA
i2

and there is no stack PA
j such that PA

i1
<p PA

j <p PA
i2

. Then

Mm[PA, PB ] = min
i,j





Mc[PA
i , PA

j ] + w1 max
{Em(|Loop(P i, PA)|),
Em(|Loop(P j , PB)|)

}

+w3S
(

Loop(P i, PA),
Loop(P j , PB)

)





(8)

Here, Mc[PA
i , PB

j ] is defined as the minimum energy of a chain that ends
at PA

i , and PB
j , and begins at some PA

i′ <p PA
i , and PB

j′ <p PB
j . (The end

conditions are added for efficiency reasons). Then,

Mc[P
A
i , P B

j ] = min
P A

x ∈ F (P A
i )

P A
y ∈ F (P B

i )





Mc[P
A
x , P B

y ] + Mo[P
A
x , P A

i ; P B
y , P B

j ] + M [P A
i , P B

j ],
Mc[P

A
i , P B

y ] + Em(|Loop(P A
x , P A

i )|+ |Seq(P A
i )|),

Mc[P
A
x , P B

j ] + Em(|Loop(P B
y , P B

j )|+ |Seq(P B
j )|)





(9)

where Mo[PA
x , PA

i ; PB
y , PB

j ] is the minimum free energy of the matching between
the loops (PA

x , PA
i ) and (PB

y , PB
j ),

Mo[P
A
x , P A

i ; P B
y , P B

j ] = w1 max

{
Eb(|Loop(P A

x , P A
i )|),

Eb(|Loop(P B
y , P B

j )|)

}
+ w3S

(
Loop(P A

x , P A
i ),

Loop(P B
y , P B

j )

)

(10)

3.2 Consensus fold computation for multiple RNA sequences

The optimal configuration of a randomly chosen pair of sequences from a family
already shows high sensitivity (data not shown). It is likely that an optimal
configuration of structures conserved in diverse multiple sequences will be very
accurate. Recall the cost of the configuration as Equation (3), where S denotes
the score of a multiple alignment of the block. Clearly, the problem of computing
optimal configuration is hard, given the discussion for the pairwise case. Here,
we use a heuristic principle based on the notion of a star-alignment, with a
seed configuration chosen from an optimal configuration of a random pair of
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sequences. To understand why our approach should work, we describe a back of
the envelope calculation.

Consider a stack x of length k from the seed structure defined on sequence
A1 that is in fact incorrect (does not overlap with a true stack). For x to be
retained in the final anchored configuration, it must match with stacks in a
large fraction of the other sequences. Let p be the probability that a random
pair of bases can form base-pairs. Given an interval (i, j) in some sequence,
the probability that (i, j) is the end of a stack of length k is pk. Then, the
probability that x is matched up with some random set of base-pairs defined by
the end-points (i, j) is no more than pk, even after ignoring sequence similarity.
However, x cannot be matched to any other arbitrary stack. As we also score
for primary sequence conservation, and the match should maintain the partial
order of the configuration, (i, j) and x must be ’similarly situated’. To model
this, we introduce a parameter w. Define w as the number of distinct pairs (i, j)
such that x is allowed to match to. Then, the probability that x finds a match
by chance is given by px = 1 − (1 − pk)w. Allowing a more flexible definition,
we say that x is f -conserved in the configuration if it finds a match in at least
(1− f)s of the s sequences.

Pr[x is f -conserved] = Pc(x) =
∑

l≥(1−f)s

(
s

l

)
pl

x(1− px)s−l (11)

Fix some parameters as follows. Let p = 3
8 (corresponding to G-C, G-U, A-U), f =

0.7. The probability of getting an incorrect conserved stack depends critically
on the parameters w. If w is too large, there is a high probability of getting
random stacks to match up (Pc(x) = 0.91, when k = 4, w = 80 and s = 20).
This effect might be offset by increasing k (Pc(x) = 1.8e−6, when k = 5, w = 80
and s = 20), but then we risk losing many true (smaller size) stacks, which may
cause incorrect pairs to be matched. The effect is also offset (to a less degree) by
increasing the number of sequences, but that may not always be possible. The
reason our approach works is because the choice of a conserved configuration
restricts the possible stacks that x can match, effectively keeping the value of w
low.

Before describing the approach, we must first modify the formulation to allow
stacks to be partially conserved, and therefore, absent from some sequences.
For 0 < f ≤ 1, define an f -configuration as a configuration with the following
property: for every set of s corresponding stacks (one from each sequence), at
most (1−f)s can be absent. In Figure 3, we describe a procedure for computing
an anchor configuration.

The anchor configuration consists of stacks that optimize the cost of the
configuration, and are conserved across the family. Thus, the stacks are highly
likely to be correct. However, the procedure might also miss some true stacks
due to a high initial value of k, and requirement of conservation. To increase
sensitivity, we now search for less conserved, and shorter stacks. However, the
new stacks are forced to be consistent with the anchor configuration.
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Procedure ComputeAnchorConfiguration(k, f)

1. Pick a pair of sequences (A, B) at random from the set R of RNA sequences.
2. Compute putative stacks PA from A, and PB from B with minimum length k. k

is chosen according to the lengths of sequences in R, and typically k = 4.
3. Compute the optimum configuration. Reduce PA to retain only the stacks from

the optimum configuration. Denote P ′A as the reduced set.
4. For each sequence R ∈ R, compute the optimum pairwise configuration of (A, R)

using the reduced set P ′A. Denote M [(A, B),R] as the sum of the configuration
costs.

5. Recompute Steps 1-4 for various random choices of (A, B), and pick the pair (A, B)
with minimum configuration cost M [(A, B),R].

6. Retain only the stacks in P ′A that appear in 1− f fraction of the sequences in R.
Denote the subset as P ′′A. Output P ′′A as the anchored structure of R.

Fig. 3. Procedure for computing anchor configuration.

Procedure RNAscf(k, f)

1. P = ComputeAnchorConfiguration(k, f)
2. In each sequence, partition the unpaired bases according to their loop region in P.
3. For every loop region that has a minimum number of unpaired bases, predict

additional putative stacks with k′ < k. Each ’arm’ of the stack is constrained to
have contiguous base-pairs.

4. For each stack in the optimal configuration that was not present in every member of
the family, recompute the alignment with the additional putative stacks to retrieve
less conserved stacks.

5. For each set of loop regions and potential stacks, recurse using RNAscf(k′, f) to
compute additional stacks in the loop regions.

Fig. 4. The procedure RNAscf for computing Consensus Folds.

Recall from the definition of loops in Section 2.1 that all unpaired bases can
be uniquely assigned to a loop. Additionally, a stack does not interleave with
the anchor configuration if and only if it is defined on unpaired bases within a
single loop. This forms the basis of the final procedure RNAscf. See Figure 4.

3.3 Implementation Details

The program is implemented in C, and is available upon request. In default
setting, we limit ourselves to two iterations. For the first iteration, we choose
the default parameters as k = 4, h = 8 (k is the minimum length and h is the
minimum number of hydrogen bonds in the putative stacks) and g = 0 (no
unpaired bases allowed in stacks). For the second iteration, the default settings
are changed to k = 3, h = 6.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity and accuracy of RNA secondary structure prediction on 12 RNA
families. The default parameters for RNAscf are f=0.7 and k=4 and h=8 for the first
iteration. RNAfold is run under default parameters. COVE is run under the default
parameters, using the multiple alignment from ClustalW as input. comRNA is run under
the recommended parameter (p=0.7, s=0.56). (*) There are only 10 sequences in these
families. (+) RNAscf is run under k=3 and h=6 on these families, due to their small
size.

4 Results and Discussion

To test the performace of RNAscf, we chose a set of 12 RNA families from the
Rfam database [33]. 20 sequences were chosen for each family, except for CRE
(RF00220) and glmS (RF00234) for which we chose available 10 sequences re-
spectively. Stacks were retrieved from the annotated structures for each of these
sequences. In all, there are 953 stacks. We chose 3 other programs to compare
the performance of RNAscf, choosing the best representative of different method-
ologies: RNAfold, which is an implementation of energy based minimization [15]
from the Vienna package; COVE, is an implementation of covariance model [23],
and comRNA [29], which is based on computing anchors in multiple sequence align-
ment. Only comRNA predicts stacks explicitly. COVE and RNAfold do not explicitly
predict stacks, but most of their base-pairs appear in stacks. For best results, we
ignored unstacked base-pairs (with unpaired bases on either side) for RNAfold
and COVE. Larger stack length cutoffs were also tried, but this choice gave the
best balance of sensitivity and accuracy. Sensitivity is defined as the fraction of
true stacks that overlapped with predicted stacks. A sensitivity of 1 would im-
ply that all true stacks overlapped with some predicted stacks. Correspondingly
accuracy is the fraction of predicted stacks that overlapped with a true stack. As
COVE expects aligned sequences, we aligned the sequences using ClustalW [36].
The alignment was used to train the Covariance model, and the model was then
used to align sequences, and predict structure. We also ran COVE on unaligned
sequences, but the performance in that case was inferior to the performance on
ClustalW aligned sequences.

Figure 5 shows the plots of the sensitivity and specificity of all programs
on the test (detailed numbers are shown in Table 1). As can be seen in the
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tables, RNAscf is at the top or near the top in every family, and maintains
high sensitivity and accuracy throughout, with an average accuracy of 0.884,
and average sensitivity of 0.926. Only comRNA shows consistently high accuracy
because it predicts very few stacks (leading to low-sensitivity) that are well-
conserved in both sequence and structure. COVE occasionally shows very poor
sensitivity, possibly because of incorrect seed alignment. RNAfold predicts many
stacks, and therefore has good sensitivity, but the extra predictions lead to a loss
of accuracy. While our method shows robust performance for a limited number
of given RNA sequences, its performance improves when the number of the given
sequences increase.

Table 1. A complete list of the comparison of sensitivity and accuracy of RNA sec-
ondary structure prediction on 12 RNA families shown in Figure 5.

Sensitivity Accuracy

Name (Rfam id) RNAscf RNAfold Cove comRNA RNAscf RNAfold Cove comRNA

5s rRNA (RF00001) 0.86 0.67 0.75 0.35 0.9 0.558 0.658 1

Rhino CRE (RF00220) 0.8 0.85 0.5 0.5 0.941 0.72 0.941 1

ctRNA pGA1 (RF00236) 0.882 0.882 0.333 0.313 1 1 0.5 1

glmS(RF00234) 0.983 0.683 0.483 0.283 0.983 0.552 0.906 0.944

Hammerhead 3 (RF00008) 1 0.883 0.833 0.25 1 0.828 0.943 1

Intron gpII (RF00029) 0.91 0.946 0.821 0.339 0.782 0.731 0.754 1

Lysine (RF00168) 0.925 0.775 0.783 0.142 0.958 0.633 0.984 0.531

Purine (RF00167) 0.917 0.917 0.983 0.6 0.917 0.753 0.797 1

Sam riboswitch (RF00162) 0.903 0.858 0.425 0.168 0.966 0.813 0.613 1

Thiamine (RF00059) 0.858 0.690 0.354 0 0.824 0.654 0.606 -

tRNA (RF00005) 0.912 0.625 0.975 0.5 0.973 0.567 0.910 1

ykok (RF00380) 0.656 0.817 0.606 0.3 0.863 0.762 0.727 0.692

Average 0.884 0.8 0.654 0.312 0.926 0.714 0.778 0.924

Finally, we emphasize that even though sometimes we cannot predict all the
stacks in all the given sequences, the consensus structure obtained by RNAscf is
always the right configuration; the prediction errors in a few input sequences are
usually due to an incorrect stack that is very close to a correct one. Since this
cannot be quantified, we use one example to demonstrate that the minor predic-
tion error in a few given sequences does not affect the prediction of the common
structure. Figure 6 shows the predicted configuration of the four programs on
the SAM riboswitch. Clearly, RNAFold can predict the correct configuration in
some of the RNA sequences, but make the wrong prediction on the others. This
is not surprising, because it analyzes each RNA sequence separately and doesn’t
presume they have the common structure. However, it will be difficult to derive
their common structure based on these results. comRNA tends to miss many real
stacks, although the ones it predicts are often correct. COVE predicted some cor-
rect stacks but it may miss some correct stacks and also predict some wrong
ones. Similar results were seen for all families.

In conclusion, RNAscf establishes the principle that anchored stacks selection
based on seed configurations, and prediction of consensus structure subject to
anchored constraints is a valid approach to RNA structure prediction. Our future
work will be aimed at correcting errors by using a stochastic iterative scheme such
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(a) (b) (c)

(d2)(d1) (d3)

(e1) (e2) (e3)

Fig. 6. A comparison of predicted stack configurations by different programs. (a) The
true consensus stacks configuration for the sam riboswitch (RF00162). (b) RNAscf

prediction. (c) comRNA prediction. (d1)-(d3) The first three RNAfold predictions. (e1)-
(e3) The first three COVE predictions. Note that RNAfold and COVE are not limited to
predicting conserved stacks, and therefore give potentially a different answer for each
sequence. Thick line, dashed (green) line and thin (red) line represent true stacks,
missed stacks and wrong stacks in the corresponding predicted configurations.

as Gibbs sampling [37]. In each step, we will remove a stack from the consensus
structure, and add a new stack sampled from possibilities that are consistent
with the remaining configuration, and weighted according to the energy. Early
experiments have shown the promise of such refinement. An expended version
of this paper is available upon request.
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